
RAY
Jack God damnit, easy!!--

Jack pulls away. Looking around. 

JACK
Save this little puke’s ass, this 
is the fucking thanks I get??

(spits)
Nice fucking patrol zone Ray.

Walks off. Nick shaken. Numb…

INT/EXT. SHOOTER SEDAN - NIGHT16 16

Cypress Park. Alley behind a gun shop. Broken glass. Alarms 
BLARING. Wheelman comes out. Ski mask, duffel bags. Police *
scanners going-- 459, burglary in progress, North San Fernando 
and Merced, any available units please 10-98…

Passenger follows him out. Shotgun. Automatic rifles. Dragging *
a NIGHT WATCHMAN. Tosses his bags in the back. Watchman 
bleeding. Blind in the high beams. Shooter comes back over. 
UNLOADS. Drops him. Jumps in. Ford back out on the street in a 
blink. West 30th, Asbury. Gone…

BLACK now--

SUPER UP: 20-LINCOLN-14
2566 WEST CHAMBERLAIN
0350 HRS

INT. SQUAD CAR - NIGHT17 17

Westlake. The squad car sits empty. Dispatch chatter-- 11-95… 
10-15… traffic stop in West Adams… Suspect in custody in Echo 
Park…

VOICES (O.S.) now. A struggle. FLOYD STILES tossed into the 
back. Hustler. Bunch of piercings, nose pumping blood…

FLOYD
…Hey!!… All right Jesus!! Fuck… I’m 
in for chrissake…

Dabbing his nose. Sees blood all over his shirt--

FLOYD (CONT’D)
Aw man!… Look at that shit! This 
shirt cost me $30! I get outta this 
shit I’m a call my fucking lawyer--
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Ray’s on him. MASHES his face into the wire cage. Fistful of 
hair. Skull grinding metal…

RAY
Where is she you miserable little 
piece of shit?!

FLOYD
Ow!!!… Ow ow ow, fuck!!… Who?? Who 
the fuck are you talking about?!…

RAY
Tracy Peters’ little girl. This 
thing has your fucking stink all 
over it.

FLOYD
No no no no man… I dunno nothin
about that shit… That bitch told 
you I did??… Man fuck that, you 
gonna believe a junkie bitch like 
that??

(laughs)
Oh wait, fuck, I get it. You’re 
hittin that shit right?… Other 
cop’s gone you’re looking to warm 
his seat…

Ray SLAMS him into the cage. On top of him now. POUNDING 
away. Floyd clawing at him. Pleading. Nick outside. Nervous. 
Making sure nobody’s watching…

FLOYD (CONT’D)
…Help!!… No no stop!!… Ow!!! 
Fucking stop!!… Please!!…

Ray lets him up.

FLOYD (CONT’D)
…I’m fucking sick man!!… I got like 
withdrawal and shit okay?! Plus I 
got septicemia from one of my 
piercings… All right man look… It’s 
this 187 red label shit, there’s 
these people that cook it…

RAY
What, meth?
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FLOYD
Yeah but the good shit though. Not 
like that beaner shit took over 
East LA… Wait-- shit-- you’re not 
Mexican are you?… Fuck I’m sorry… 
Point is they got kids-- 

RAY
What do you mean kids?--

FLOYD
I mean like kids man, little kids 
carrying the shit. Like distribution 
weight, figure nobody looks twice at 
em. I was working a corner over on 
Ingram, one of these guys cooks up 
that 187 shit tells me I jumped 
their spot, suddenly I owe em 10 
grand. I knew Tracy sent her kid 
away… they were looking for kids so 
I gave em one. 

RAY
Kailey.

FLOYD
Yeah man whatever her name is.

RAY
Where?

FLOYD
I dunno…

(Ray coming at him again)
Whoa whoa wait that’s the truth I 
swear!!… to God, fucking Jesus, 
whatever, I swear!!… They picked 
her up man, I don’t know em, I 
don’t know their names!… 

RAY
187.

FLOYD
Yeah… red label, they brand that 
shit…

Ray DRAGGING him out of the car now--

FLOYD (CONT’D)
Whoa whoa I swear!!-- That’s the 
truth, that’s all, I swear!…

SLAMS him into the street. In close. 
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